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Dai Densetsu no YÅ«sha no Densetsu is the sequel to Densetsu no YÅ«sha no Densetsu and picks up from where it left
off in volume 11 of Densetsu no YÅ«sha no Densetsu.

Tea-coloured hair and determined blue eyes that would not admit defeat. Just by seeing his confident face,
anyone would feel annoyed. Then that smirking mouth said: Why are you alive? My abilities have surpassed
the abilities of a god, so I can do this kind of thing easily. Talking about that, why did you attack us? Anyway,
what are you doing in this place? He had escaped from the Roland army with Toale, the soldiers and the
citizens. Under the situation where they had been unable to escape, they had been saved by the Anti-Roland
Coalition that Vois had created. And heard that Vois could control an inhumane grotesque monster called the
Goddess. That meant that he had a companion who he still did not know whether was he an ally or an enemy.
You know this guy? Are you referring to Sion? Vois Fiurelle is a piece of rubbish who sold this world to the
Goddess. Then I should simply take you to my leader, things like that. Then do I live up to your standards?
After seeing the mistake you made in your fight, I was quite disappointed. So I have no interest in a weak
person. In this cruel world, weak people can only be treated like rubbish. No matter what kind of causes, they
are only reasons, so weaklings can only die. Depressed people can only die. Which one are you? I only want to
know this. But Ryner could not reply. He was very clear that he did not have that powerful strength to protect
his comrades. No, it was clearly understood if one looked at the results. Most of his important people were
already dead. The king who he had thought was his best friend had left, crying. At that time, what did I do?
What did I do? Then he gathered his strength and settled his body. You seem to be a bit more responsible than
before. What, you want me to sympathise with you? I also have people who were born in Estabul using this.
But being too slow is a weakness. As Ryner was frantically trying to redraw it, Zohra reached him. Zohra
reached his right hand into the magical formation, thinking to steal the magic. But I completed the magic
faster! A glow enveloped his body and his movements became faster. Although Ryner wanted to dodge, he
found that he could not dodge. And Zohra threw the small blade in his hand towards him. He felt a sharp pain
from his ear, as if he had been scratched, but there was no time to think about that any more. From what had
happened, he knew that he was faster in magic, so he could probably pull something off if he used magic. And
if he used Alpha Stigma that could analyze all magic, he could win. No, not only that, the killing intent from
Zohra disappeared. As if there was no need to fight anymore, he turned around. He raised his right foot. Then
he swept it back and a small blade flew out from his boot. On the blade of the small knife was a red liquid. It
was probably poison. We met a little trouble, so this was a draw. Report to the princess. Then will you fight
with that black-haired man who looks like he is about to sleep? If we continue to force our attack we will
suffer more damage than what we had expected. If we kill him now, the Princess will kill us. Well, because
the mercenary is called Azure Princess, so she should be your leaderâ€¦ But who is it that can command you,
who hates taking orders? I can even die for her. So that means your lover is someone I know? His subordinates
started to retreat immediately. Even if we chased after them, we would be throwing our lives away. He was
stronger than what he had been. At this moment, Ferris walked over to him. Hey, why are you doing that
suddenly? Why were you merciful? Yes, he had felt that from the beginning. If he moved back one side, the
other side would move back one step too. That was what Ryner thought. He had beautiful black hair and
intelligent black eyes, and he wore clothes that seemed like what a witch would wear. This was the person
who Zohra wanted to kill, the person who had created the Anti-Roland Coalition and had made Ryner the king
of the rebels, Vois Fiurelle. Vois had said that. If you lose easily as the leader of the organisation that would
be troubling. And it would demoralise the soldiers. The one who was wrong was Your Majesty. Then those
children that you let go because you were sympathetic will kill your companions after a few years. Because of
your meaningless games, many comrades may die. Because he is so strong that he is able to kill the children in
front of him. He is so strong that he is able to kill while crying. Then what about you? Towards what Vois
wanted to say, Ryner had already understood it. Not only the views on my opponent being merciful, but also
views on my opponent, and I am unable to fully comprehend the current situation. You knew that Zohra was
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someone I knew but you still allowed me to go on the frontlines? Because I know that if the enemy listens to
what I say, I cannot lie to the other side no matter how many methods I try. If you are a person who can easily
kill Zohra, then the path ahead will be slightly interestingâ€¦ But, now, ma, forget it. He had only left Roland
and Sion for a short period of time, but everything had changed. Even if it was the scenery in front of him, or
the expressions of the people, everything had changed. No, maybe he had started to change earlier than that.
But even if he thought like that, he would not be able to understand these kind of matters. He only knew that
the situation was slowly, slowly changing. Even Ferris and Kiefer had bitter memories. Some of his
companions had died, Toale had died too. Only he himself had not changedâ€”how could something this good
exist. Everything had started changing from long ago. The more the situation in front of him changed, the
more he changed. He could have become a killing machine like what the Roland Empire had wished. He could
laugh like an idiot while he killed. If that had happened, maybe Sion could have killed me without any
hesitation. If there was a need to, then I would have to kill these desires? If that was the case. If that was the
case, then I would have given up a long time ago.
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world's most active online anime and manga community and database.

The Fallen Black Hero Disclaimer: This is a fan-made translation from Chinese translations! Please go easy
and enlighten us on any mistakes or deviations from the original light novel. All credit goes to the original
author and illustrators. It was an extremely wide, dark room. He opened his eyes slightly, and looked around.
However, the room was still very dark, if he did not give his eyes a while to get accustomed to the darkness,
he would not be able to see a thing. But the moment he opened his eyes, his head hurt. Ah, does that mean
that, I had been kidnapped? The situation now is really bad? He continued like this, until he could open his
eyes and had gotten used to the darkness. The room was very dark, but there seemed to be strong light leaking
from the cracks between what seemed like 2 doors. Gradually, he started to assess his surroundings. This was
a place that felt a little comfortable, but it still seemed like a throne room. A square shaped room. There were
elevated steps in the centre of the room. A throne was placed at the top of the steps. Taut strings, which were
dyed red, connected the front of the throne to the doors where the light was leaking in. Apart from those doors,
there were no other exits. In other words, those doors need to be bypassed should he consider exiting the
room. If I am being held captive by someone, then it has to be it right? Without doubt, there has to be someone
surveilling me right? But he gave up immediately. Because if there was someone surveilling him, that person
must be aware of the happenings here. If that was the case, Ryner would be exposing the fact that he had
woken up if he suddenly sighed. So he gave up sighing and remained sitting lethargically on the throne. It
looked like the effects of the magic of drowsiness still lingered; his entire body ached. His head felt heavy.
Using the power of his eyes. Using the power of [The Solver of All Formulas ]. So he opened his eyes, and
just before the cursed patterns appeared before his eyes. Finally, he could no longer take it and closed his eyes.
The pain disappeared instantaneously. The moment his eyes closed, the pain disappeared. The headache was
not because I overslept. It was enhanced with curses to prevent me from using my power. As expected, it was
excruciatingly painful. But of course, it still hurt a lot. When he had decided that he would no longer want to
use the power of his eyes anymore, he could still open his eyes. After that he placed his elbows on his legs,
supporting his face with his hands. In order to prevent the headache from recurring, he drowsily relaxed his
eyes and assessed the situation again. Despite this, under the situation of being held captive in this unknown
room, there was no hope of obtaining new information. As the ceiling was rather high up, Ryner could not
reach the top even when he was standing on top of the throne. So he extended his arms without any resistance.
And checked the state of his body. It looked like he was being cursed with the magic of drowsiness. But he
was unsure of how long he had slept. However, from the state of his muscles and tendons, he could tell that he
did not sleep that long. Afterwards, in order to ascertain his surroundings, he looked down where he was.
Realising that he was wearing rather strange clothes. Different from that worn by [The Solver of All
Formulas], which were the type of clothes that exuded exudes bad luck. Furthermore, the clothing was
adorned with designs that resembled words. And opened his eyes, and was able to unearth what those curses
meant. Of could this be the type which causes the curse to activate if I tried to take it off? He touched the
curses woven into the clothing, pondering what those curses were and how they were constructed. Thus, he
gave up on trying to take off his clothes, and continued to survey his surroundings. He looked at the red strings
stretching from the front of the throne to the doors. Those strings were not merely lines dyed in red, they were
made up of small words nearly too small to be seen. Lay on the floor. Inspected those red words. Those were
also words he had never seen before. But they were probably not meaningless words. Those were obviously
designed to fulfil a specific purpose. Even without the power of his eyes, he could understand that. From the
shape of the words, and the neat way they were arranged, even if he did not know the meaning of the words,
he could guess roughly what they meant. Compared to the magic words used in the Kingdom of Eratul Note:
But based on this, perhaps I can understand it with the power of the [eyes]? Ryner traced the characters with a
finger. He lifted his weary head. Because he had been sprawled out to inspect the words on the floor, his waist
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was sore. He rubbed the back of his waist. Making himself comfortable, he pondered carefully. Flexing his
shoulders, twisting his waist, he turned his face, which had been following the words on the floor, towards the
direction of the door beside. Could I open it? Can I open it?
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No, maybe he had started to change earlier than that. But even if he thought like that, he would not be able to
understand these kind of matters. He only knew that the situation was slowly, slowly changing.
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